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Registration information 
Registration for the next two sessions 
will be December to-12 at Governors 
State University. 
Students have already received 
detailed information for the 
January/February and March/April 
sessions. 
Registration will be from 1:30 to 8:30 
p.m. in the university gymnasium. 
Registration will also take place on 
two clean-up days, the first day of each 
session: January 2 for J/F and MIA 
and March 3 for M/ A. 
Payment for t}le J/F session is made 
at the time of registration. Payment for 
the M/ A session will be February 18-20. 
Registration will not be accepted 
without payment. A $10 late fee applies 
to students who register after the first 
day of the session. 
The first day of instruction for J/F 
will be January 2 and the last day 
February 26. 
For M/ A the first day of instruction 
will be March 3 and the last day April 
26. 
There is no charge in student 
registration fees. 
For illinois residents they are $14 for 
the first unit and $13 for the second and 
each additional unit. 
Other charges are $7.50 activity fee, 
$4.50 insurance (6-8 units), and $1 
student scholarship fund fee (optional). 
Student registration fee for out-of-
state residents is $39.50 for the first and 
each additional unit. Other charges are 
the same as for illinois residents. 
Admitted students obtain student 
schedule request forms from the 
college in which they are enrolled. 
Students should secure special 
pe.rmissions to enroll in learning 
modules or permission to c.arry an 
overload (more than 8 units) prior to 
the registration period. Two forms are 
to be completed by students who wish to 
enroll for both the J/F and MIA 
sessions. 
Students wiJl be enrolled according to 
a priority system that gives preference 
to those who plan to graduate during 
the next two sessions, and to those who 
have a longer continuous enrollment at 
GQvernors State University. 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVE 
PARK FOREST SOUTH, ILL. 
60466 
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GSU hunts funds, 
Richard Hunt will be at Governors 
State December 6th and GSU is seeking 
the funds necessary to commission Mr. 
Hunt to do a piece for us. A model of his 
work called; INTERACTION is on 
display in William Engbretson's office. 
When completed interaction will be 
sited in front of the university (see 
diagram ) and will also be constructed 
from Cor-Ten type steel. This is the 
same type of steel that the building is 
made of. 
The INNOVATOR also learned that 
more sculpture is being sought by the 
university . Edvins Strautmanis' s 
"Phoenix" presently being stored in the 
Hantack house ; was donated to the 
university by the Cornell Arms 
apartments of Hyde Park Chicago. 
Phoenix funded through a grant by 
the National Endowment of the Arts is 
scheduled to be sited at the eastern end 
of the lake, before the spring dedication 
(see diagram). 
Another piece of metal art called 
"lllinois Landscape 115" by John Henry 
is also being commissioned by the 
Hunt sculptures 
university. 
#5 is to be sited at the ~estern end of 
the lake. <see diagram>. The financing 
for F5 is already complete with 
completion set for the dedication also. 
The last; a piece by Mark di Suvero 
called "Prairie Chimes" is currently 
·chiming in a field near Engbretson's 
house. At present, funds are also being 
secured to purchase this piece which 
would be sited on the north side of the 
lake. A walk path will afford the causal 
browser a chance to interact with the 
art work which shines and chimes. 
All the works of art particularly 
"Interaction" will enhance the barren 
prairie surrounding Governors State. It 
is appropriate perhaps to site this piece 
in front of the university. Visitors and 
students alike will no doubt be 
influenced by this massively 
impressive and involving sculpture by 
Mr. Hunt. 
Governors State university will 
possibly become a world center of 
momumental art as all the works are 
completed and secured. 
The Hunt piece: "Interaction" 
•lclurrd Hunt molding new 1m"' ... 
more photos on page 3 
,-..._ 
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Exploring The New Challenging The Old 
Credo: To boldly go where no other newspaper has gone before 
In pursuit of honesty, fa irness a nd truth In all t hat we publish. 
To the Editor: 
As a new student to the institution, I am not really 
aware of all the innovations which are a part of this 
school. As I attend more sessions I hope they become 
familiar and an enjoyable part of my life. 
Unfortunately I am beginning to be exposed to the 
same trash I encountered in undergraduate school. I 
may never realize those things of which I have beard so 
much. 
I can see the circle, start an innovative school then 
make it conform to stagnent standards. We must not 
let this institution fall prey to this trap. 
I can understand how it might be mor efficient to 
have centralized registration-for the business offices, 
but this institution is set up for the education of the 
students. Concessions must not be made to binder this 
goal. The staff is to serve the student, not the student 
serve the staff. 
Blue Notes 
Sy Robert Blue 
and public : The opinions, analysis and letters to the 
editors appearing within these pages do not reflect nor 
represent the official policy of the INNOVATOR 
publications. The editor or his agents will retain final 
prerogative of editorial inclusion and/or exclusion. 
The views expressed are those of that person and/or 
group vthich any and all rebuttal should pe addressed. 
THE NEW BLACK POLITICS 
People from another land black in external color 
with a different way of looking at life. This is our lot; 
we black folks. Tricked into believing a whole series of 
false conceptions about ourselves and him that did the 
tricking. Not really afraid to revolt or to repel ~his 
tendency on the one hand, but without means and 
leadership on the other. 
How can it be that when a few did try and die, that 
the greater mass of still oppressed black flesh did not 
learn the lesson of collectivity? 
Being without the means of resistance on two levels 
offers part of the solution. The first means of 
resistance is that of correct education. The second is 
that of the power and prerogative of self and national 
protection. 
. A positive approach 
Shackles and chains were our lot, and let our 
common oppressor tell it, "so ye shall be until god 
descend from the heavens and remove from you your 
savage and backwards ways!!" Our tribe was n?t 
without a sense of religion. Perhaps it was the mam 
force behind the will to resist. We would sing them 
spirituals no matter how bad the work in the fields or the 
big house got to be, but singing alone would not and 
cannot free us of our great burden. We, people of the 
color black condemned by nature to an existence as 
protector of other peoples' dreams. 
We helped build the schools and colleges and 
universities with our minds and backs for the 
oppressors' children to learn to be able to exploit us 
and continue to exploit us while we usually waited 
outside the school door to escort the oppressor's kind 
back home where food awaited them of course, 
prepared by the oppressed kind. 
There has been an overabuse of authority within the 
classrooms at Governor's State University. Many of 
the people, who are the ~ants don't know tha~ they 
are, because they percetve themselves as srmply 
agents of learning, which transmit what they have 
learned to the students. 
The tyranny therefore isn't the instructors or the 
knowledge, but the way they convey this knowledge. 
Some instructors "create their pedestals and shout 
down at the ignorant masses." Others use the «take it 
or I'll shove it down your throat approach." Neither 
approach gives the student much credit for 
intelligence, because the flow of ideas is a one way path 
from teacher to student, which places the studentin the 
position of being a docile pencil-pushing sh~ep. 
For education to be truly productive and 
constructive the value of the individual and his/her 
worth as a ' human being must be recognized and 
acknowledged. Otherwise, education becomes· a game 
of winners and losers, in which those who can parrot 
back the instructors' own biases and skepticisms 
become the winners and the maverick minds which 
refuse to flatter the instructor's ego is the loser. 
The classroom should be a place to share 
information and common experiences, which relate to 
the topics at hand, not an ivory tower; otherwise catch-
all phrases like " innovative education," "future-
oriented" and "ecology-oriented" become little more 
than pie-in-the-sky papier mache. I hope that those 
instructors whom I mention will accept this advice and 
be adult enough to recognize their responsibility to 
their fellow beings. 
In response to a plea by one Dr. Benjamin Lowe 
(Direcror of Re-Creative Studies-CHLD), I have taken 
it upon myself to direct this question to the Department 
of Building and Plant Operations .. "Why is the Multi-
Purpose Room being used as a place for storage?'' • 
I feel this to be not only a shame but an insult. An 
insult? Explanation: Governors State University is a 
new and innovative institution, correct? Seeing as it is 
such, why must the Department of Re-Creative ~tudies 
(which is new in itself) suffer such degradation as 
allowing one of its new assets to be used as a storage 
room. I feel that GSU must utilize to its utmost all that, 
which would follow under the topic of a new experience 
and the use of the Multi-Purpose would indeed be an 
new and most of all exciting experience. How can one 
experience a new innovation unless it is ready and 
waiting to be utilized. I think that the Multi-Purpose 
Room would be a great asset to the GSU family, but not 
as an additional storage room. I don't think this is what 
they meant when it was titled the ;'\1ulti-Purpose Room. 
Building and Plant act fast, the Youth of GSU is 
going to pot. Definitely in more ways than o~~-• • , •• 
' .. 
GSU as an institution has a lot to offer to the 
individual and to the community if it allows itself to. 
For many students, GSU is a place to explore 
themselves, other people and the world around them. 
For a small minority, it is living Hell. 
The minority that I am refering to are those who 
want to get into the university, but are a day or two late 
for registration. For them, there is no money, there are 
hassles over being admitted and a host of problems in 
orienting their private lives. 
I transfered from a small school in northern 
Wisconsin after attending a "university" at Green 
Bay. UWGB had all the makings of a G~rge Orwell 
mo\oie, but I was lucky enough to make up lost ground 
at Nicolet. 
After getting all of the courses that I could from this 
small humanized 2-year school in "God's Country," I 
decided it was time to move on. The conservation 
orientation looked good since I was "into" wildlife, but 
I wanted to do more with my life than just shuffle 
papers back and forth or carry test tubes. The 
environmental science programs around the country 
looked challenging and worthwhile, but there w~re 
only 2 schools in Wisconsin that offered courses in that 
area. After making the mistake of going to UWGB, 
then finding out that Northland College in Ashland was 
private (which means expensive), I decided to try out 
of state. 
When I was sitting at the lounge room in Nicolet, I 
picked up a brochure from Governors State and read it. 
It looked pretty good. Not too big, no pompous pie-in-
the-sky greater than thou rhetoric. And it was cheap! I 
thought. 
I grabbed a bus from Rhinelander and arrived at _the 
university in time for the flrst day of the session. 
Getting registered proved to be a much greater hassle 
than I had anticipated, because no staff members were 
in Friday to process my transcripts and cut the red-
tape involved with recorns. 
I came back to the univer..:•v M: nday and asked to 
see an interviewer. Wher 1 was finally granted my 
request, the interviewer told me " the session had 
already started, and it was too late to register." By 
now I was really fuming , because I couldn' t 
understand what difference 3 days made in Qeing 
admitted. 
Complicating matters was the fact that someone 
broke into my apartment and took a pretty portion of 
my funds , which meant that I wouldn't have enough for 
tuition, even if I was admitted. 
Since I didn't have enough money for a bus ticket 
back to the woods, I decided there was nothing to lose 
by staying and "fighting it out." I was lucky enough to 
get a tuition waiver and an emergency fund from 
SACC, but all I had bought was a little time. My legal 
standing in this university is still ambiguous, and my 
funds are tenuous at best. How many others are in the 
Time rolls on. Time has a way of making itself known 
rod felt in and on all things in life. In enough time a 
rock will be transformed into sand or a footprint into a 
river with enough rain, or a child into a man. 
We, of the color black, did learn of the ways of the 
oppressor. We learned that he likes his house clean, we 
learn that he likes his crops planted on time, de-weeded 
on time. harvested on time, and of course, stored in his 
11ew b.arn on time. All of these things we were educated 
by him to know and do and to forget oftentimes brought 
knowledge of a different kind; that of being an unkind 
reminder of our almost total dependency on him, the 
oppressor, for lifes tools of survival. These tools tha t he 
would find in time our black kind would and could not 
do without. 
We people darker than blue were taught many 
things. Some we could use but mostly we could not 
There were no schools built for our black kind leaving 
us with only hope in a void and hope is itself only a state 
of mind. Damned if we do and damned if we didn't, this 
was our lot. We people who are darker than blue. 
We males of the color black stood as trees a hundred 
years old as the oppressor laid eyes then pale hands on 
shackled and chained black women's bodies and our 
only utterance was a sigh of relief that it was not us. We 
did not revolt. We kept on waiting for something, 
something that is still seen vaguely on the n.ext 
horizon. We were tricked and fooled, conned and then 
used to build the place that became our own grave-
yard and like a dead corpse we waited to rot in the 
· midday sun. We people who are darker than blue, torn 
from a land of plenty and peace, yet we did not revolt. 
We did not revolt even when we saw our children 
beaten like common dogs for daring to lift their eyes. 
The will to resist is strong amongs:. our black kind so · 
much so that truth becomes secondary to survival. 
We people who are darker than blu.e waited to revolt. 
We waited to build a foundation on which ou: c'seams of 
freedom ~ .. n rest, but, most important, we waited for 
each other to revolt. This waiting for each other made 
it possible for our common oppressor to pluck us off 
one by one like ripe figs from a tree. 
Brought to a different land and different climate to 
do the work of turning over the earth for someone other 
than our own black kind. Cut off from a way of1ife that 
we once knew lo be sold like hogs and dogs for a few 
dollars or traded like a bag of corn; such was the lot of 
those who came first. No written laws to protect us 
[rom abuses and humiliations no god -to cryto when 
pain got to be too much to take, the only thing we had 
going for us was our abili ty to take it and wait. 
same leaky boat?!! . _ •. , . Jp be continued next i ssue 
... • DaV1dPetl!t6\. " • ... •'· 
The Gale 
tho's a 
storm 
No doubt relaxed from a sense of self 
confidence and self actualization ; . 
Andrew Gale thundered: ' I encourage 
students to open u~some people take 
longer time to input than others". 
The response was part of our 
conservation about the teaching style of 
Andrew Gale. A visually strong . 
Black man, Or. Gale future orientated. 
As this relate to education he states; ' I 
would like to see Governors State 
and particularly HLD think of new ways 
of teaching its students and new ways 
of Jooking at education'. 
The Gale that's a storm deals with 
that branch of biology dealing with the 
relations or interactions between body 
and mind. 
Andrew Gale is also very concerned 
about GSU's claim, oops, mandate, of 
promoting interdisciplinary programs 
and studies. As students we all could 
benefit greatly frQID ,having more time 
to complete our modules. Or. Gale 
would like to have a more flexible 
schedule to help facilitate the 
individual student. He is of the opinion 
that the eight week sessions are not 
enough time to adequately allow a 
student to learn. Dr. Gale 
states: 'some educators have a 
different style. I do not like to lecture to 
the student. The input should come 
from that student'. As students we are 
all no doubt aware of the talking 
teacher. Lots of talk UtUe listening. 
Andrew Gale calls the southside of 
Chicago home. He also has taught at 
Kennedy-King college where 
incidentally he first learned about 
GSU. . " You don't need a Ph.D., " 
Gale breezes, " to teach people how to 
relate to other people. The degree does 
not mean that the person knows how to 
relate better." 
Governors State can get to be a bit 
frantic at times. Dr. Gale reminded me 
of this fact when he said that his work 
load was very demanding. He also said 
that he has not had enough time to 
teach in the area of his dissertation. He 
too was drawn to GSU by the its 
mandate and mission. About education 
Dr. Gale says; 'education is very 
political. Governors State is unique in 
that politics are not yet firmly as 
"Phoenix" 
Andrew Gale, Ph.D. 
entrenched in factions as older more 
traditional institutions. There is still 
time for people here to change the 
politics of "their" education'. 
Dr. Gate teaches modules in 
abnormal psychology, human relations 
and family counseling. He believes 
faculty should talk more about the kind 
of product they are turning out. This 
journalist agrees and we both agree 
that many modules over-lap and could 
be c<ropted. " Many students taking my 
modules have expressed very positive 
goodfeelingaboutthem," Dr. Gale said. 
There are not many Black men or 
women, for that matter, dealin_g with 
psychology. The nation of Black people 
in this country could benefit greatly 
from having more; especially if they 
can communicate like the Gale that's a 
storm. 
Strautman Is 
••. Edvlns ... 
A R~al rroblem I 
Up and coming 
By Palmer Fried 
Dissatisfaction with GSU's food 
service is resulting in the circulation of 
a petition ch.arging the following: 
" prices are too high, supplies are 
, limited and the quality not very good, 
and the physical condition of the 
J cafeteria is dirty." It has been signed 
by members of the administration, 
faculty, civil service and student 
. population. 
One of the greatest area of concern 
appears to be the high prices. As one 
work-study student estimated, one full 
meal cost about two dollars. Therefore 
one meal daily for one session cost 
approximately $80.00 or 40% of total 
income. An alternative to this problem 
is to bring food from home. This has 
raised the question of whether this 
university is meeting the needs of low-
income students by providing a low cost 
nutritional meal. 
Rick Morris, Food Director and 
Faculty 
pay sex 
diHerences 
employee of Automatique Inc. stated he 
is aware of widespread discontent 
concerning the increased cost of certain 
items. He maintains that the increase 
in no way profits him personally, and 
that it is a decision reached by 
representatives of Automatiqoe Inc. 
and the University. In regard to service 
and quality, he says he feels he is 
responsive to legitimate complaints, 
admitting tha( sometimes there is a 
personality conflict. 
Richard Struthers, .. rectGr of 
Purchasing, said the decision to '>ring 
in an outside food service is due tu the 
lack of competent personnel to ope'"ate 
such a service from within the 
university. 
Automatique Inc. operates on a profit 
margin of approximately 2 to 3%. The 
University receives back 1-1/ 2% of total 
gross sales which was, until July 1. 1974 
utilized to support the shuttle bus 
service. Since that time the money bas 
been held in a fund to be used to replace 
equipment in the cafeteria. It will also 
be used to replace items, such as dishes 
and silver which are stolen. Presently 
over one-hundred mugs have been 
ripped-off. 
Williamsburg, Va. - (l.P.) - - thus been reduced from 12 percent to 2.5 
Affirmative action programs in the percent over a four-year period. 
nation 's colleges and universities "Between 1969 and 1973, affirmative 
apparently have made considerabl~ action programs in higher education 
headway in eliminating sex achieved only slight success in 
discrimination in salaries paid to reducing the numerical gap between 
faculty members, according to a new male and female faculty members. 
study. During the four-year period, the 
This conclusion is based on a 1973 percentage of female faculty members 
survey project being directed by Dr. increased by less than one percentage 
Michael A. Faia, associate professor of point to about 20 percent," the study 
sociology at the college of William and reveals. 
Mary. Dr. Faia found that for full~time According to Dr. Faia's study, female 
instructors and professors, both male faculty members in general have lower 
and female, of all ranks, the professional rank than males, are less 
elimination of sex discrimination in ,oroductive as scholars, and have less 
that year would have reqWJ:ed an s•eniority; pa!"t of the difference in 
increase in female salaries of 2.5 ,;llaries is due to these factors. 
percent, from an average of $14,0Z7 to " At Harvard University, for 
$14,379. instance, no woman held an associate 
By comparison, Dr. Faia cites a or full professorship in 1970. As of 1973, 
similar study made in 1969 which shows in the nation as a whole, only 11 percent 
that the elimination of sex of all faculty members held the rank of 
discrimination in academic salaries full professor as compared with 30 
would have required female salaries to percent among males." 
be increased by about 12 percent from "It is this sort of problem that would 
an average of $8,580 to $9,620. The now seem to require attention as 
"discrimination gap," he asserts, bas opposed to salary discrimination, per 
se," states Dr. Faia . 
.. Illinois Landscape 5" 
. John N. Henry 
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Ecology and ~nan, resolution and conflict 
- The " fur industry" has resulted in the decline of many species of predators, such 
as the large ca ts, wolves, bears, otters, weasels, etc. Farmers and ranchers have 
waged a timeless war on many predators because they destroy livestock. Poisons, 
traps, guns, dogs and bounties, have nearly exterminated most predators from the 
face of the earth. Predatory birds are nearly extinct, because chemicals like 
D. D.T., have made their eggs infertile. 
Wi~h no pre~ators around to mainta in balance within the ecosystem, wild 
herb1vors mull1ply unchecked and compete with domestic livestock for food and 
shelter. Every time a sheep herder or cattle rancher shoots a wolf or mountain 
lion, he is ensurinl! the survi\•al of manv unhealthy deer . which eat the forae:e from 
the grassland. When the sick are allowed to live, they die a long slow death and 
infect their unhealthy lraits. into the entire population. This means that there are 
more deer.less grass for the sheep. less sheep for the shepard and less money for 
his pocketbook. 
_Th~ •·s~ortsman" is directly responsible for the decline of many species of 
w1ldllfe, s1mply because there are too many ego-maniacs shooting the animals. 
Some of the rich hunters hire guides who show the Hgreal white hunter" where the 
g~me is, how to shoot it, and how to pull the trigger . Polar bear hunting from 
a1rplanes has nearly exterminated that species. 
Animals which migrate across national boundaries, such as the "African wildlife, 
are subject to many )lationallaws concerning bunting privileges. An interna tional 
accord to ban the hunting of giraffes. zebras, antelopes, .rare deer, or other free-
forming ungulates must be reached by all nations which share the habits of the 
rare migratory animals. Migratory birds which nest and breed in many regions 
must also be protected from hunting. Sardines, salmon, herring and other food 
fishes must be studied, so that their populations won't drop below a safe level. 
Atlantic sardines and fish which are depleted must be banned from international 
markets indefinitely. 
Exotic life forms which are imprisoned to specialized habitats must be 
constantly watched, because the slightest change within their habitat could 
destroy them. The pupfish nearly perished because ranchers drained water from 
its pools for use as livestock feed . 
The primates which include the apes, Old and New World Monkeys and lemurs 
are nearly extinct, because their jungle habitats are being destroyed by lumber 
pr~ucers and farmers. Little known oddities such as marsupials are being 
dectmated by predators, because they are confined to restricted habitats such as 
islands, and have nowhere to run when impirted predators such as rats, dogs, cats 
and mongooses are introduced to their islands. The destruction of groundcover by 
ranchers and land developers eliminates their hiding places and makes them that 
much easier to locate by hungry predators. 
S~orebirds, reptiles, amphibians and lifeforms which require a vary specialized 
habttat are loosing ground in their struggle with land developers. A classic 
example is the Pinebarrons tree frog of New Jersey, which may become extinct, 
because the Port of New York Authority wants to drain its swamp in order to buy 
land to construct an airport on. A variety of west African fish species such as 
members of the Tilapia family, and a small Cyprinid are becoming endangered 
because fishermen like to import black bass and trout to stock in their mountai~ 
habitats. Once introduced, the game fish gorge themselves on the defenseless 
native fish , which have developed no protection from these hungry predators. The 
Vegas Valley leopard frog is fighting for its life, because buUfrogs have been 
transplanted into its habitat. 
Misunderstood uglies such as bats, insectivors and mice are being exterminated 
because the dracula movies and the fear of plague cause the local population as 
well as the world community to consider them not worth preserving. It is a 
co~monly overlooked fact that insectivores eat insects which eat crops and bats 
eat_lDSects which eat burna~ bl~. The ~gless parrot of New Zeala~d is nearly 
extmct. because a farmer had reported that1tattacked one of his sheep. The local 
L Transitions East~ 
Something about entertainment again 
TRA~SITIONS EAST- the city's only Natural Lounge, is located on Chicago's 
South S1de at 8236 S. Cottage Grove Ave. The TRANSITIONS EAST experience is 
about Black Survival: the survival of ourself, our children, our music and our 
culture .... THE ALTERNATIVE BLACKLIFESTYE . . . . 
The South Side of Chicago has been the home of every imaginable expression of 
Black life. Every emerging style- and type of Black reality can be found 
repr~enled throughout the sprawling core of our inner-city. Any Black institution 
you w1sh to name-from the Chicago Urban League to the Chicago Chapter of the-
Black Panther P arty-can be found headquartered here. Here too, are as wide a 
range of economic levels as can be found among urban Black Folk 
anywhere-from the teeming projects of Stateway Gardens to the sumptuous 
"mansions" of "Pill Hill"-occupy space on this city's South Side. A wide variety 
of entertainment, drinking and dining establishments-some highly attractive and 
exclusive, others haphazard, makeshift and Jimited-make their services and 
their menus available to any of the various inner-city residents they may be able to 
attr~ct. _ 
Survival for these kinds of establishments is usually based wholly or partially on 
three basic "staples" : Food, drink and live entertainment or some combination of 
the three ... ~oday's irillated economy has naturally had a telling effect upon 
these estabhshments; be they restaurants, " lounges" or "show clubs." Providing 
places where inner-city residents can go out, relax, have a good meal and enjoy 
themselves today is, in plain Black English ... "more than a notion." And the 
problems encountered in trying to establish and provide such services are much 
more than economic. People who have been "in the game" for any length of time 
can tell you that, in addition to rising costs, service businesses always feel the 
effects of changes in public tastes, styles and preferences. Changes which directly 
affect the consumption of all three of the "products" marketed by these types of 
businesses-that is, food, beverages and entertainment. 
The consciousness of Black people has changed radically over the last 10 or 12 
years, and is continuing to change daily. These changes in the level of 
consciousness among Blacks have become reflected in a new- and to 
some-unfamiliar lifestyle . . . Rather than attempt to describe this lifestyle, it 
would be more to our purpose here to describe the ways in which this new lifestyle 
has affected attitudes toward those three staples of public service business ; and 
further. how TRANSITIONS EAST NOT ONLY REFLECfS THIS NEW 
LIFESTYLE BUT IS A PRODUCI' OF IT. 
• • • 
Editor's note: This is.thelirst of a four pari series on .TRANSITIONS EAST. 
- ... ' .. 
ranchers banded together, went on the mountain, and exterminated most of the 
parrots with clubs. 
It is this type of malicious superstit ion which must be dealt with, if the 
threatened lifeforrns are to have any chance to survive as our neighbors. If we act 
in time, we can live in harmony with a variety of creature, or else exist as 
prisoners on a planet without variety. The choice is ours. 
1 ne World Wildlife Fund must be provided with enough funds to finance projects 
such as buying parkland. transplanting threatened forms of wildlife to more 
suitable habitats, conducting studies of local wildlife habitats, etc. 
Bureaucratic "featherbedding," which would a llow fraudulent politicians to 
become rich al the expense of the taxpayers and the wildlife they represent must 
not be allowed. Only those persons who have actively strived for the preservation 
of endangered species must manage wildlife agencies or government sponsored 
activities with regard to wildlife. 
Specialized habitats which a re inhabited by unique life forms must be converted 
into international parks, which would be managed by wildlife agences under the 
auspices of the U.N. Bases for conducting resea rch and maintaining the habita t 
should be located in nations which are geographically close to the parks. Guided 
tours could then be conducted. which would inform the public of wildlife' s value to 
them and their children. Money from the tourists could be used to maintain the 
park or a number of other activities which are related to wildlife conservation. 
Countries that host the research basf!S would gain money, because tourists leave 
their money in the nations where they visit. This would allow all people to see 
unique habitats, such as the Galapagos Islands, with its iguanas turtles finches· 
the lemurs ofMadagascar, or Australia, with its marsupials. ' ' ' 
The Arctic must be internationalize, because a variety of seals whales 
penguins, and other polar life live there. Svalbard, northern Greenland,' norther~ 
Canada, Wrangellsland, the Bering Sea, and the islands near Siberia (North Land 
Novaya Zemlya and the New Siberian Islands) could be managed in a manne; 
which is similar to the way Antarctica is. By internationalizing the unique habitats 
of the world, wildlife agencies could effectively preserve the natural world for all 
of mankind. 
SUMMARY 
The presevation of wildlife is a matter which demands international 
consideration and action, because all species of life interact to form a vast "web of 
life. " To destroy a single "fiber" of this complex web of life threatens the stability 
of all life on earth, including human life. 
A critical problem area regarding the preservation of wildlife is marine life, 
such as whales and se"'ls. The whale which is the largest creature ever to inhabit 
the earth may become extinct within our lifetime, do to its popularity as a source of 
oil. A variety of fur seals are also near extinction, because too many vain woman 
like to strut around with seal skin stoles around their necks. The whale has neared 
extinction, because of a lack of specific boundaries, which means that all nations 
are free to bunt whales at will. Seals which migrate from one area to another are 
subject to thesame lack of protection. What is needed to preserve the few whales 
and fur seals which are left, an international moratorium must be imposed, that 
would prohibit the killing of rare marine life forms. The breeding ar.eas of marine 
life must be converted into international parks, which would be managed by 
scientists from a variety of wildlife agencies. The scientists could collect orpltan 
pups for zoos to raise. 
An international embargo to hault the traffic in any product which is made from 
a part of an endangered form of marine life must be imposed by all countries. Stiff 
fines and prison sentences must be imposed on the few who violate these laws. Fur 
companies must not be aUowed to profit in " animal misery." The "harvest" is so 
extensive that areas like the St. Laurence seaway flow red with the blood of dying 
seals. Within a few short years, the once plentiful harp seal has declined so rapidly, 
that it is in danger of extinction. 
Getting it u 
to 
<CPS>-The scientific establishment 
sprouted new support for non-meat 
eaters recently with two reports on 
vegetarian diets. 
According to a study be by a 
committee on the National Academy of 
Sciences, plants can yield " the same 
nutritional value as high-quality animal 
protein foods if they are judiciously 
combined." The report went on to 
explain that individual plants do not 
contain protein with all eight of the 
essential amino acids, but that 
combining different foods (like cereal 
-grains and beans) will yield complete 
protein equal in quality to meat. 
The greatest rish vegetarians face, 
the committee warned, comes from 
heavy reliance on a single plant food 
source like a cereal grain or starchy 
root crop as in the Zen Macrobiotic 
Diet. 
To ensure proper nutrition the study 
recommended that vegetarians 
consume two daily servings of high-
protein meat alternatives like legumes, 
nuts, peanut butter, dairy products or 
eggs. Those who exclude dairy products 
I Just information I 
Do you realize every college has a working staff of at least 20 full time people? 
Each college is doing many things that are newsworthy. Our function as a 
newspaper is to communicate these things. We can't do it with a staff of two 
people. The ratio of people to be covered/coverers is badly out of proportion. Join 
us, tell us, help us. We need you just as you need us as an information source. 
• • • 
Recent acquisitions from the doorless Innovator office include numerous 
exactors, a dictionary, a paperback book, an orange and a poJDegranate. The theft of 
the latter two leads one to believe that there are GSU students lurking about who 
are hungry as well as stealthy and craven. The last two adjectives described the 
Skulker, whose likeness was also appropriated along with a cassette tape recorder. 
. . B~t. that's alri~: TI:ere a_re always student activities funds to replace stolen items 
that they paid forJn the mst pJac~, M,ay~ ~t would be cheaper to buy. a dOQr:. 
• • ~ , • • .., • ' II ~ 
.. 
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Bearded, 
bright and 
beautiful 
Among the new faces in HLD these 
days is a bearded one belonging to Dr. 
Gene Wilson. Gene came here in 
September from the University of 
Minnesota, where for three years he did 
research and some teaching on a post-
doctoral fellowship. While there he 
wrote a 70-page paper on the 
relationship. of cognition· to instruction 
which will be published soon in two 
books. He has had several other 
research papers published in 
professional journals. 
Gene's field is cognitive psychology. 
He translates this into "finding out bow 
the head works so that we can think and 
talk and communicate." He is 
interested in memory and is working on 
cognitive formation with Addison 
Woodward, his colleague in Behavioral 
Studies. 
When asked where he is from, Gene 
says, "All over. My folks just liked to 
move a lot." He was born in South 
Carolina, which may account for his 
first name being Buford, and went to 
high school in Los Gatos, California. 
He lives in Park Forest with his wife 
Mina , who works with mentally 
retarded adults, and his 6-year old 
daughter Lynne, whose colorful art 
work. brightens her father 's office. 
Gene enjoys playing basketball in the 
GSU gym and runs three miles a day. 
Gene says he came to GSU because of 
the unusual teaching opportunities. He 
prefers not to do just the customary 
lecturing and assigning of textbooks, 
but to involve the students in activities 
in which they do their own discovering. 
For example, when studying the 
theories of Piaget, be has his students 
go out and conduct experiments 
themselves with real kids to 
demonstrate these concepts. He says, 
"At GSU, I get support for doing 
unusual things. I also like very much 
not giving grades. I base the giving of 
credit on bow the student performs 
activities. This is a much better way to 
learn." 
A disarmingly open person, Gene has 
already established a reputation at 
GSU as a teacher whose modules are 
worth taking. 
SHSO 
meets 
The Student Human Services 
Organization held a meeting in the 
Dean's Office, Thursday, Nov. 23, 1974. 
Topics discussed were the Gestalt 
meeting which was headed by Randy 
Labarde. About 18 people have shown 
interest in gestalt therapy and the 
number is growing. 
The Computer Line was approved, 
which means that forms for money can 
more quickly and efficiently be made 
out and processed. 
The Co-op bookstore was a key topic, 
because the co-op makes it possible to 
buy used books at a fraction of the price 
of new books. This saves mom~y, red-
tape and time. 
The Community Residential Services 
Workshop in Syracuse was planned, 
with an emphasis on money and the 
time needed for the trip. Somewhere 
between $1,000 and $2,000 have been 
raised for housing expenses and other 
items. Transportation isn't included. 
The Student Union, which will give 
students a formal organization through 
which to carry on student activities by 
students, was discussed with Shirley 
Roussos, the coordinator. 
NOTICE: GSU VETERANS 
To all qualified students expecting to 
receive federal benefits and/or state 
scholarships ... 
In order to be certified to receive 
above-named benefits, all qualified 
students, each session, must appear at 
the university during one of the 
announced registration days to clear 
payment of fees. Your blue "paid" 
receipt assures your proper 
registration and that payment has been 
cleared. 
~' · hwith plants get er 
~--- from their diets should add liberal 
amounts of dark green, leafy 
vegetables or fortified soybean milk as 
sources of calcium and riboflavin. 
The National Academy study was the 
first concession by the scientiric 
establishment to the research on 
"protein complementarity" p:esented 
by Francis Moore Lappe in her book 
Diet For a Small Planet, In that 1971 
book Lappe first presented the notion 
that foods containing incomplete 
protein can be combined to 
complement protein amino acid 
configuration. 
In another study the National Cancer 
Institute concluded that vegetarians 
may be less suscpetable to cancer than 
meat eaters. 
To set a proper control, the institute 
compared the cancer rate among non-
drinking, non-smoking Mormons with 
that among non-drinking, non-smoking 
ellsevenh hday Adventi 
sls. Preliminary conclusions of the five 
year study are that meat eating 
Mormons have twice the cancer rate of 
the vegetarian Adventists. 
NOTICE REGARDING GOVERNORS STATE COOPERATIVE COMPUTER 
CENTER 
NOTICE REGARDING 
GOVERNORS STATE 
COOPERATIVE COMPUTER CENTER 
In order to better serve our user community and to establish a firm line of 
communication between you the user and your computing facilities , the following 
changes will become effective IMMEDIATELY. 
Admittance to the Computer Area: 
1. Will be restricted to Computer Services personnel ONLY. 
2. Will be made available for the user tlirougb the Terminal Area, Room 2250 . 
• . 31 ~ill .!¥rmpde .av~ya91e,~or cl,a,s~ _tq~. ~tc .• ~,s~qe<lu!~ two {2) rlay,s,prior to 
• .! •r' lnl ·' Y~;.._IL_, · t "thth' C2b''. u-':.~ " :J . I t .) f(' . tfJJ, • we ~our. r ease su.~euwe WI e · per a o..., uperviSOr. • -
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GSUsymbol 
still an enigma 
PARK FOREST SOUTH, lll.- The 
tripod structure of a lunar-landing 
module is reflected by the symbol and 
seal of new Governors State University. 
The total impression suggests that 
the year of the founding of the 
university, 1969, will be remembered 
for space exploration, according to 
President William E. Engbretson. 
The official seal's colors are 
symbolically black and white. 
The equilateral triangle was chosen 
for GSU because the university was 
founded for essentially three levels of 
instruction: junior, senior, and 
graduate school. The surging or 
radiating arcs symbolize the expansion 
of knowledge from the initial core 
mission of the university, the president 
said. 
" Many people see the circle as being 
characteristic of the 'never-ending' 
range of knowledge, its 'quality of 
infinity,' and the 'unity of thought and 
~pirit.' 
"The three points of the star 
emerging from the circle may 
symbolize for some the need of a 
university to extend teaching, 
research, and service to individuals, 
communities, and nations. 
"Conversely, the flow of the same 
lines inward may represent communi.ty 
influences upon the university. 
"All in all, the seal should be 
symbolic of 'growth' and 'exploration, • 
in step with the historic event of 1969 
(year of the founding of Governors 
State); space exploration, and lunar 
landing." 
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY 
College of Business and Public Service 
STUDENTS NEEDED 
A professor in GSU is looking for two or three 
students who are interested in working on a research 
project whose main subject is group problem solving. 
It may include group observation and communication. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL EXTENSION 
2293 
I Dope Scope l 
(CPS)-A special New Jersey legislative study commission has recommended a 
proposal to sharply reduce criminal penalties for possession of small amounts of 
marijuana. 
If the state legislature enacts the proposal, New Jersey would become the second 
state in the country to lessen penalties for possession of marijuana. OregoJl 
eliminated penalties for marijuana possession last year. 
Last summer, a similar commission of the California State Senate 
recommended that penalties for possession also be relaxed in that state . .:iovernor 
Reagan vetoed a bill introduced before the Commission's findings were 
announced. No specific action has been taken as a result of the Commission's 
work. 
"Marijuana has become a popular and accepted form of recreation for a large 
segment of the national population, including residents of New Jersey," the report 
states. "Marijuana does not pose a serious threat to the user or society." 
"You can get a heartattac.k going to bed with a woman," said Menza, "or die 
from lung cancer after years of smoking or with liver problems from drinking too 
much." 
Existing marijuana penalties in Ne'V Jersey carry prison terms of up to six 
months for first offenses and as much as five years for subsequent ones. A judge, 
however, can suspend sentence for first offenders who posse.ss 25 grams or less of 
marijuana and five grams or less of hashish. 
Under the proposed law 
-Possession of an ounce or less of marijuana or six grams or less of hashish 
would be a nuisance offense, subject to confiscation of the drug and a $50 fine 
payable without a court appearance. 
- Possession of from one to two ounces of marijuana or from 6 to 12 grams of 
hash, would be a disorderly person offense subject to imprisonment up to six 
months and a $500 fine. 
-Possession of more than two ounces or marijuana or more than 12 grams of 
hashish would be a misdemeanor, subject to imprisonment up to three years and a 
$1000 fine. 
The state attorney general has already said he will support legislation that would 
decriminalize drug addiction and the personal use of marijuana. But Menza 
foresees ·•an uphill fight all the way" to get the bills through both the state 
assembly and senate. 
"I'm feariul the bills will get bottled up in some committee because most 
legislators and their constituents who grew up believing as I did, that marijuana 
was dangerous, will oppose the legislation," said Menza. A vote on the measure is 
not expected until sometime next year at the earliest. 
(Editor's note: John Byrne is the editor of the William Patterson Beacon in 
Paterson, NJ.) 
' . . 
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Working in EAS is a Steele 
by Tony Wardynski 
EAS has a new Student Assistant 
Dean. He is Michael Steele and he 
replaces Bill Wbited, who has gone on 
to bigger and better things. 
Mike promises to be available. He 
will make every effort to meet student 
needs and requirements in an orderly 
and systematic way. 
Mike is especially interested in 
increasing effectiveness of sfudent 
input. He will actively seek students to 
fill positions on committees. This is 
especially difficult right now because 
the college is undergoing restructuring, 
and new committees are being fonned 
and old ones eliminated or revamped. 
Mike intends to evaluate these in terms 
of points where insertion of student 
inputs can be most effective in 
determining EAS policy. 
Mike feels that students should have 
access to information helpful to them. 
His job is a responsibility towards that 
end, and therefore he looks upon it as 
more than just a job. 
More on consumerism 
Emmanuel Gabriel 
At least four 
consumers out of ten believe there 
should be improvement in the safety of 
such diverse products as: 
Slide l7: Products that should be made safer 
lnsectici<les and pesticides 
Children's toys 
Nonprescription drugs 
Aerosol sprays 
Automobiles 
Slide 18: Products that should be made safer 
Electrical wiring and fiXtures 
Metal containers, e.g. zip, top cans 
Motorcycles 
Microwave ovens 
Lawnmowers 
School buses 
Further, at least a third of the public 
said the safety of other product 
categories should be improved. 
Slide 19: Products that should be made safer 
Baby products (Cribs, car seats, etc.) 
Power tools 
Cleaning products 
Paints and varnishes 
Tires 
Dr. Schwartz said that while it might 
appear eagy to pass off the consumer 
movement as something aimed to the 
rotten apples in business, and of little 
consequence to a reputable and honest 
firm, you may find somewhat 
discomfiting the consumer criticisms 
heaped upon the petroleum, food, auto, 
drug , insurance , retai l ing, and 
telephone and utility companieS-as 
reputable as honest a group of business 
firms as one is likely to mention. 
This sustained desire for greater 
consumer protection, whether it in-
volves safety or product value, also is 
reflected in a recent trend study we did 
of members of the general public to find 
out how consumers rate the bus.iness 
practices of nineteen different 
industries, said Dr. Schwartz. The next 
four slides show in order, the way the 
public ranks those industries they think 
fall down the most in their ethical and 
moral practices. First, remaining at 
the top of the list are automobile 
dealers, now followed by oil companies. 
-
57% 
50% 
40% 
44% 
44% 
42% 
41% 
37% 
37% 
35% 
35% 
34% 
34% 
34% 
33% 
33% 
Slide 20: Fall down most in ethical practices 
Latest Change 
Automobile dealers 
Oil companies 
Advertising agencies 
Automobile manufacturers 
Next are Food and Drug Companies. 
Slide 21: Fall down most in ethical prlictices 
32% 39% 7 
6% 33% 'n 
29% 28% 1 
21% 22% 1 
Drug Companies 
Food Companies 
Life Insurance Companies 
Television networks 
DepartmentStores 
Latest 
17% 
22% 
15% 
18% 
11% 
These are followed by telephone companies and utilities. 
Slide 22: Fall down most in ethical practices 
Telephone companies 
Utilities (electric and gas companies) 
Property-Casuality Insurance Companies 
Railroads 
Banks 
And finally the steel companies. 
Slide 23: FaU down most in etbiea.l practices 
Steel companies 
Airlines 
Aerospace companies 
Business machine and Computer Companies 
Electronics and clerical 
equipment companies 
;-.low let's get down into the specific 
complaints levied by consumers 
against these nineteen leading ;,_ 
dustries. 
Slide 24: Automobile Dealers 
Total complaints 
False advertising 
Poor service 
Overcharging 
Generally dishonest 
Slide 25: Oil Companies 
Total complaints 
High prices 
Abuse of power shortages 
Misleading communication and promotion 
Slide 26: Advertising Agencies 
Total complaints 
Misleading, exaggerated claims 
Idiotic, ridiculous content 
Sex, indecent ads 
Other complaints 
Slide 'n: Automobile Manufacturers 
Total complaints 
Poor quality, obsolescence 
Safety callbacks 
Warantees, guarantees 
Overcharging 
Slide 28: Drug Companies 
Overcharging, high prices 
False claims 
Harmful products 
Criticism of drug stores 
Too easy to get drugs 
Other complaints 
1972 Latest 
10% 
9% 
13% 
5% 
5% 
1972 Latest 
3% 
5% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
Change 
18% 1 
14% 8 
12% 6 
~2% 6 
9% 2 
Change 
9% 1 
9% 
8% 5 
7% 2 
4% 1 
Change 
4% 1 
3% 2 
3% 
3% l 
2% 
39% 
20% 
12% 
6% 
3% 
33% 
20% 
17% 
5% 
28% 
24% 
2% 
1% 
2% 
22% 
13% 
6% 
5% 
4% 
9% 
4% 
3% 
1% 
1% 
2% 
continued In ne!ft laue 
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People on 
the 1 
The tenant's strongest defensive wea1 
in writing. " Responsibility for the water 
utilities should be decided before the te 
and put in writing. An apartment is ust 
"as is" condition. If the landlord i 
providing paint or making needed re~ 
verification helps prevent the landlord I 
a lapse of memory. 
Security deposits are ambigous anima: 
the landlord cannot deduct the cost of nm 
tear from the deposit when the tenat 
Often, though, the landlord simply regar 
as so much extra pocket money or as at 
loan he has no intention of paying back. 
or sinks stained by previous tenants 
transformed into wanton damage come t 
time. 
The tenant's defense against making a 
charitable contribution to his landlord's I 
draw up a written inventory of the 
condition, noting all damages the first 1 
moves in. If the landlord refuses to sign, 
should be notarized and the tenant's copy 
place. 
'fhe security deposit and future re 
should never be paid in cash. Cancelled 
bank's micro-film records counter :: 
claims of unpaid rent. 
Lawsuits, even in small claims court 
counsel is not required, are no fun. Yet 
deposit battle, the tenant may be re.lieve 
burden of proof is always on the landlord. 
CCS-
transfc 
--onE~ 
By 
Picture a cold, ste 
It's an aesthetically 
Now adorn it with • 
mosaic on it. Have so 
sculptor loose on it. 
imagination go an 
possibilities. 
C~espace is 
You have people wi1 
could evolve into ~ 
projects. Check it ot 
unlimited. EAS may 
lounge. That's about; 
Erlenmeyer flask. 
KLUB K 
The GSU International Students 
meeting of the year on October 29tb 
The meeting was called to order b: 
brief prayer. Topics discussed were 
from management and engineering 
assembled of his efforts in securing , 
Division. P&G bas offered to assist 
country as well as in the country from 
Issues discussed were the problems 
the "commuter college" concept and 
international students wishing to ~ 
president Dada or thelNNOVATOR ol 
This is an updated survey of ne 
members of the GSU community. F 
Gillespie, c/ o Student Services by 
Name--------------------
Addressr----------------
Telephonte--------~ 
----Student ---Staff 
I am interested in - - complete de 
Number of children - - Ages -
Services needed --morning 
STUDENTS ONLY 
If you are interested in using the G 
to ask for the following financial inf1 
for State funds. 
I.-Number of people in famil~ 
2. $--Total annual income (inclw 
study, welfare, public aid, loans, par 
3. List sources of income: $---S 
$ 
4.---Yes - -No Are you pres 
employment at GSU? 
5. - - Yes'--No Are you prese 
program at GSU? 
6. --Yes -No Are you prese1 
training program? If so, please list 
tat or December J. J S, 1974 Page7 
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vearand 
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rest-free 
;ty walls 
cmehow 
it refund 
oluntary 
oOOk is to 
rtment's 
e or she 
wen tory 
·in a safe 
!lyments 
t.s or the 
tndlord's 
!re legal 
security 
mow the 
Un estudiante de Ia universidad de 
Governors State, ha publicado su libro 
de poemas. La senorita Ramonita 
Segarra, hija de un abogado en 
Chicago, es autora de, Ain't Making No 
Promises, (No hago Promesas) el cual 
se puede obtener el '1:1 de noviembre. En 
este libro hay tres poemas en espanol, 
" EI Despertar, -Lo lncomprensivo, 
y '? Porque Sera'?" 
La senorita Segarra tambien tendra 
un ensayo en e1 eual se trata de una 
Navidad puertoriquena, en la revista, 
Living Together (from the Sun Times) 
en el mes de diciembre. Tambien en 
enero Ia senorita Segarra tendra 4 
poemas en Ia revista, Woman's Career 
Day." 
La alumna trabaja en Ia oficina de 
comunicaciones escribiendo para 
periodicos en Governors State. Ella es 
una estudiante graduade en el 
programa de comunicaciooes. La 
Senorita Segarra fue nombrada. en 
" Who ' s Who en Universidades 
Americans. 
El libro se puede conseguir por 
escribiendo al publicor en 25-158th 
Place, Calumet City, Ill. 60409. Para 
mas informacion llame a ex 2351. 
n yourself 
Wardynski 
bland, flat, concrete surface. 
~~g eyescore. 
t Hang a tapestry on it. Put a 
:te paint something on it. Let a 
iW a pattern on it. Let your 
will spin out numerous 
!able. Just look around you. 
e talent and skill to do it. It 
ies of modules or special 
be possibilities are virtually 
tlet you experiment on their 
imulating as a test tube or an 
lciation held their first organizational 
a acting president Kameel Dada, after a 
; for foreign students in areas ranging 
communications. Dada told the group 
with Procter & Gamble's International 
~gn students in job placements in this 
ch the student originates. 
trganization of the ISA on a campus with 
.ing the ISA on a functioning footing. All 
the association are urged to contact 
. We will relay your concerns. 
br Day Care services for children of 
;e fill in and return or mail to Rosalyn 
!. 13. 
'acuity ---Community 
ll'elearning environment 
--babysitting only 
-afternoon ---evening 
Ramon·ifa malces if 
Ramonita plans to publish some 
Ramonita Segarra is a student at poetry after she graduates from GSU, 
GSU, who is publishing a book of poetry and retire in some secluded area for a 
about her experiences in life, the world while in order to get away from social 
around her and society. The book is pressures. She will write children's 
called "Ain't Making No Promises." stories and romantic novels and some 
Ramonita was born in Puerto Rico, formal essays like Jonathan Swift's, 
and has traveled across the U.S. from " A Modest Proposal. " She may go to 
Georgia, Alabama, V'rrginia, Texas Australia, because she likes the 
(where she attended Texas A&M ruggedness of the outback and the 
University), Kansas, New York and freedom to move around. Whatever she 
Chicago. does, I am sure that she will live life to 
Ramonita is a quiet perceptive girl the fullest. She is a real person, and real 
(Capricorn), who looks at life in terms people are refreshing to experience. 
of what it should and could be as well as Anyone who is interested in seeing 
what it is. One of the codes she lives by Ramonita's books can contact her at 25-
is; " I believe in everyone reaching lSSth Place, Calumet City, m. or the 
their highest heights. Don't let anyone Communications Office at the 
hold you back; be they lower, better or University. 
farther. An individual must explore and Ms. Segarra works in the office of 
live life to the fullest. Don't settle Cor Communications and is a graduate 
less than thebestinJife. Make and keep student in the communications 
good friends and treat others how you program in the College of Human 
would have them treat you." Ramonita Learning and Development. She has 
The -man with llypnatlc says that she came to Chicago to find been named to Who's Who in American 
ey.s and .-dtantlng .- . . 
.,.,. •amonlta. herseU. Uruvers1ties. 
r • 
Robertson head of model universtty 
community service program 
-A model university community 
service program will be beaded by a 
woman educator and business 
executive at Governors State 
University. 
Mary Ella Robertson has been 
appointed by the Board of Governors to 
the new position of university vice 
president for community services at 
GSU, where she vtill be charged with 
the idea generation, policy, and 
program development and 
implementation of a model university 
community service system. 
Dr. Robertson, presently with Loyola 
University in Chicago, will also be 
university professor of social work and 
the official affirmative action officer 
for GSU. GSU's Human Resources 
Service center will continue its 
functions under her direction. 
The new university vice president for 
community services will work 
cooperatively with the three other 
university vice presidents and report to 
Dr. William E. Engbretson, president. 
The other vice presidents are Dr. Mary 
P. Endres, academic affairs; Dr. 
Thomas · D. Layzell, administration, 
and Dr. Virginio L. Piucci, research 
and innovation. 
The search committee for the new 
vice president was composed of 
community residents, students, 
faculty, and staff. 
Dr. Robertson is on the board of 
directors of John Hancock Mutual Life 
Insurance Company and on the board of 
trustees of the Catholic University of 
America. She also serves as a member 
of the Consumer Education council in 
New York, and recently made S(lveral 
TV appearances with Ms. Bess 
Myerson. 
The new vice president was named 
"Pittsburgh Woman of the Year" for 
outstanding community service, 
received a citation from the National 
Conference of Christians and Jews for 
efforts in development of human 
relations, and was appointed 
''Daughter of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania" by the governor. 
She has been listed in "Who's Who of 
American Women," "Two Thousand 
Women 'oi Achievement," "Who's Who 
in the East," and ''Contemporary 
Black Americans." 
With Indiana University-Purdue 
University, she was director of the 
program in planning and managment, 
and ptofessor of social policy and 
administration in the Graduate School 
of Social Service. Dr. Robertson was 
Dean of the College of Social Work at 
Harvard University from .1967 to 1969. 
She has also been with Boston College, 
University of Wisconsin, University of 
Pittsburgh, Cleveland Guidance center, 
Case-Western Reserve University, Ann 
Arbor, (Mich . ) Family Service's 
association, Montrose <N.Y.) Veterans 
hospital, and Delaware City (Del.) 
Governor Bacon Mental Health center. 
She received her Ph. D. in social work 
from University of Pittsburgh, 
advanced certificate in administration 
and supervision from Smith College 
School of Social Work, master of social 
work degree from Atlanta University, 
and bachelor of arts degree from 
Xavier University in New Orl~ns. 
People who want 
''human'' inhumane 
Robert Hauwiller, who takes the time to listen to and understand student 
problems. 
Jerry Reich, who gives people reason to smile when they've lost their's. 
Paul Leinberger, who spends tinie with a handful of students showing and doing 
instead of just telling. 
Patty Hartig, who makes an extra effort to accommodate student needs. 
Farook Ali Kahn, who cares enough about student financial problems to do 
something to alleviate them. -
And there are of course more. We invite you to add to this list, which will be a 
regular feature of the Innovator. 
Legal aid cometh 
to those who approach It 
Chicago, Dlinois- The employment 
of institutional legal counsel at each 
university was approved today by the 
Illinois Board of Governors of State 
Colleges and Universities. Presidents 
of the five member institutions under 
the Board's jurisdiction are authorized 
to employ campus legal cotmsel when it 
is deemed appropriate and with prior 
specific approval of the Board and to 
plan for such employment in the budget 
and appropriation process. Campus 
legal counsel will work, in legal 
matters, with Board legal counsel who 
will act as advisor and coordinator. 
This authorization is for a trial period to 
extend to July 1, 1977. A review of 
activities and evaluation of 
effectiveness of campus legal counsels 
will be submitted to the Board in the 
Spring of 1977, or sooner if deemed 
appropriate. 
Search for Executive Officer Narrows 
More than 128 nominations were 
received to fill the position of Executive 
Officer with 95 interested responses. 
Child Care Center it is necessary for us 
ation in order for the Center to qualify I Up and commining I 
Mr. Jeffery Ladd, Chairman of the 
Screening Committee for Executive 
Officer reported that the number of 
applicants being considered bas been 
reduced to '1:1 candidates. However, 
additional nominations are still being 
received and will be considered. 
clude children). 
~U financial aid, Social Security, work 
ae & full time employment, etc.) 
:e: 
$---Source:-------
-Source:----------
y involved in work study or student 
• involved in the cooperative education 
involved in any other short-term work 
"Energy, Ecology, and the Environment" will be discussed by Dr. Hans Adolph 
Heinricb, December 6 at 8 p.m. in the university community conference center, the 
second program of "The First Friday Series" offered by the Science Community 
council of the College of Environmental and Applied Sciences. 
Notable speakers, mainly in the fields of science and social science, are being 
presented free of charge for general audiences as a community service on the first 
Friday of each month through May. There is a reception for the speaker following 
each program at which refreshments -are served. 
Dr. Heinrich, a visiting German professor, is an accomplished lecturer 
interested in making sci~ce understandable to the layman. He has published 
numerous scientific papers in the fields of physics, astrophysics, sociology, 
psychology, and cybernetics. Currently be is working in the field of energy and 
environment. ' I 
The Screening Committee will meet 
again following the January 9, 1975 
regular monthly Board meeting, to be 
held at Governors State University. 
The five member institutions under 
the Board's jurisdiction are: Chicago 
State University, Chicago; Eastern 
Illinois University, Char reston ; 
Governors State University, Park 
Forest South; Northeastern lllinois 
University, Chicago; and Western 
lllinois University, Macomb_ 
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WORK WANTED: 
Will Babysit while your in class in 
exchange for free room and board. Call 
335-3298 or call Innovator. 
Need ride to 70th & Stony Island 
Monday and Thursday at 10:30 call 
Innovator; they will contact Virginia S. 
Cram. Will help with gas. 
HELP! I need a good used classical or 
steel guitar for a beginner. Can spend 
up to $75. Call Paul Parker at 799-2236 
or drop line in HJ...D mail box 1594 or 
see me in theatre 'Tuesday or Thursday 
morning. 
FOR SALE: 
Diamond engagement ring. Appraisal 
with ring. See Barbara Purcell in Vice 
President For Ac~demic Affairs Office, 
3rd floor. 
1967 VW Squareback. Rebuilt engine. 
Good condition ~ reasonable price. 
Contact Faruk Gani, 755-0181. 
1968 Volkswagen. Sunroof. radio, 
several new things. snow tires. Call 748· 
4506. 
"Skiers" for sale 1 Volkswagen ski 
rack ; lock & keys $10 or offer. Call Lea 
Ann 312-349-6966 
Calculator for sale $20. See Cashier 
after 2:00 ln The Cafeteria. 
Stove for sale; small apartment size gas 
stove, good condition $20. Call Duffy at 
335-3298 or 534-5000 <GSU>. ext. 2355-7. 
MGB For Sale 
1970 MCG new top, New tires, new 
clutch. AM/ FM radio, tape. $1,200. If 
interested, leave name and phone 
number in BPS box /1413. 
For sale or trade: 
1971 VW camper-sink, icebox. Pen-
thouse bed, tent, etc. Sleeps 2 adults 
and 4 children-more with tent at-
tached. $2,500.00 or trade for station 
wagon of equal value. Call Ray 687·2253. 
1968 Ford Station Wagon; New brakes, 
new exhaust. new carburetor, good 
second car. $350. 754-7913 (days). 
Reward! Reward!! Reward!!! 
For a lost small, grey, shaggy poodle. 
She answers to the name of "Roach". 
There is a tag on her black c.ollar. If you 
have seen her please contact Art Fisher 
at (312) 739-7127. 
HELP! 
l need a good used classical or steel 
guitar for a beginner. Can spend up to 
$75.00. Call Paul Parker at 799-2236 or 
drop a tine in HLD mailbox #594, or see 
me in the theatre on Tues. & Thurs. 
mornings. 
For Sale 
Clarinet- excellent condition. $160.00. 
Reply to BPS box #847. Include mailing 
address and phone number to arrange a 
contact day. 
Attention art students. Model for hire. 
Call Leslie, evenings, 747-0490. 
Wanted 
Luggage rack or car-top carrier for VW 
Beetle. Call 748-9237. 
For Sale 
One Volkswagon ski rack. Lock and 
keys. $10.00 or best offer. Call Leo Ann 
at (312) 349-6966. 
Wanted 
Rtders from Melrose Park; Tues., 
Thurs., days. Call C. Bonus at (312) 345-
9525. 
For Sale 
1970 Maverick, Excellent condition. 2 
Dr.-6 cyl. Auto. trans. - radio, htr. -
whitewalls, 2 studded snow tires, Coral 
red. $1200.00. Call 389-2257 or use BPS 
mailbox 767. 
I'm looking for a room-mate or willing 
to share Apt/ house. Raman K. Patel 
<male) (312) 345-4667. 
••• 
Waoted- 16" or larger black and white 
T.V. Call John Heinz, GSU ext. 2126. 
••• 
Want.ed-1964-66 Ford Econoline Van, 
does not necessarily have to run. Becky 
Keller 481-9779 or ICC. 
••• 
FOR SALE: 1973 Mercury Marquis 
Brougham. Full power including FM 
stereo and cruise control. Low mileage 
and perfect condition. For more 
information, call: 534-0231 after 6:00 
p.m . 
Clarinet, excellent condition, $160. 
Reply to BPS box /1847. Include mailing 
address and phone number to arrange a 
contact day. 
SKIERS 
For Sale. 1 pair Garmont Ski Boots, 
made in Italy. Men's size 11. Worn only 
once. 1974 model, $45 or best ofrer. Call 
Lea Ann, (312) 349-6966. 
Share a House 
ln Homewood for male student. (2). 
Reasonable rate. Contact Joe Brem-
mon HLD Work study student. 
Free, Free, Free 
One, possibly two cats, to a good home. 
Jim 672-8355. 
Junk cars towed away free!! 
Nancy Bresnyan, 11028 So. Mansfield, 
Chicago Ridge, Illinois. 
MUST SELL: 3-bedroom home in 
Olympia Highlands section of Chicago 
Heights. 1·1/ 2 baths, air conditioning, 
fenced in yard. furnace and driveway. 
$40.900. 804 Maple Drive, Chicago 
Heights. 754-3331. 
For sale: Large beautiful executive 
desk. · so:_ x 34" • $70, Stov~ 36", $30; 
.child's car seat , like' new. $7 ; toaster 
$3. Call extension 2293 or home - 748-
0820. 
Ride Needed 
At 10:30 p.m. to 7lst & Stony lsland on 
:\1ondays and Thursday. WUI contribute • 
towards gas. Leave message at the 
Innovator. 
Room for rent 
Steger. II. 754-8268 
104 W. 34th <Steger rd.) 
Graduate s tud e nt seeks 
house/ apartment to share. vic.inity or 
GSU. Contact John Flowers extension 
2315. 7 5:!-0883. 
I 
For Sale 
.l&'n Vega Hatchback, Radio, Auto. 
Trans., Low Mileage. $1,500.00. Call 
Ray 687-2253. 
Wanted : A desk. Call X2293/ home 748-
0820. 
For Sale 
2 children's bounci.ng spring horses 
large size-$15.00 
regular size-$10.00 
also 
little girl's clothing-sizes 2·5 
phone 748-3001 
WANTED: Sponsor for Women 's 
Bowling Team. Richton Park Bowling 
Lanes, Monday Nights - 9:30. Sponsor 
fee $15 plus shirts. Excellent bowlers. 
Call extension 2461. 8:30-5:00. Good 
opportunity for publicity. 
WANTED: Graduate Student, 
Acc~unting Background to assist Dean 
of College of Cultural Studies. Hours 9· 
11 per week. Please contact GSU, 
Extension 2441. 
1967 VW, clean well maintained. 45,000 
miles. 30 miles per gallon-. $750.00. 
Super car. 534-0384. 
"SKIERS" 
F"'-Sale, Besser Bindings (They are a 
plat binding> one season, new. $30 or 
best orrer, will consider a trade? CaD 
Angelo, FU8-7120/ after 5 p .m. Mon. & 
Wed. in the LRC between 5 & 7:30p.m. 
1966 Ford LTD. $400.00 or best offer. 
747-1781 after 5:00 p.m. (home) or 
extension 2324. 
For Sale 
ONYX Chess Set. Bought in Mexico. 
Figures & Board. S50, reply to mailbox 
413, BPS. Comparable to $120 value. 
The wonder of Westhaven 
A to\Vn in trouble 
DESPERATELY 
NEEDED! 
There is a phenomenon in North American planning 
characterized by the development of a piece of land 
into a residential area to be sold to the public 
regardless of what the development has to offer. 
Westhaven typifies this trend in the South Suburban 
Chicago Region. 
Bounded by Orland Park on the North, and Tinley 
Park on the East, Westhaven provides its residents 
with little more than a place to live. It is faced with the 
prospects of developing- itself into a viable village 
(getting itself on the map) or being annexed by Orland 
Park. 
Within the open-sided rectangle delimited by 159th 
street, Rout~ 45 and 17lst street, residents of the two 
housing developments are plagued with problems. 
Westhaven's population has skyrocketed from a 
figure of 4'25 people in 1970 to 13,400 in 1974. The high 
school and elementary school are already at capacity, 
although the latter is currently undergoing building 
expansion. 
The community is isolated in terms of railroads or 
other transit and utilities. The water and sewage 
handling facilities are deemed adequite for the current 
population, averaging a family size of 4.5 and an 
income of $9,000.00. All dwellings are made to 
accommodate single families , commercial and 
industrial development being minimal in Westhaven. 
The fire department serving Westhaven is 
comprised of volunteers from Orland Park, though the 
distance ~tween the station and Westhaven exceeds 
two miles. Police protection consists of one police car, 
four full-time officers and one radio. 
The town center, at which the main street 
terminates, is a swamp, and flooding is a prevalent 
problem. 
Either lac.king of inadequate are building, plumbing, 
electrical and lire codes or ordinances. There are in 
effect no governmental structures in Westhaven, 
excepting the village board; no village services and no 
social fabric . 
Of the two housing developments one is so poorly 
pLanned as to have a set of long, parallel, dead-end 
streets with no cross streets. The other development 
has narrow streets unconducive to two-way travel. 
Geographical growth is limited to the south, as 
Orland Park, Tinley Park.and a forest preserve have 
established physical bounds. 
On the positive !.: le, the Planning Commission shows 
promise as a catalyt.•c agent for the town's eventual 
successful deveiopment. It is currently attempting to 
find out the villagers' stand on whether they want to be 
annexed by Orland Park, or to develop and be 
recognized as a separate community. Time is a critical 
factor, as moves toward annexation and consequent 
· extinction as a . village are as close as two months 
away. No doubt developers, be they industrial, 
residential, commercial or otherwise, are looking 
anxiously at the possipilities either way. 
The villagers have in~ted their money in this 
dteam town. They now have the chance, through the 
Planning Commission, to take an active role in 
determining their destinies. That takes a concerted 
e.ffort which hinges on involvement in the planning 
process at lhe grass roots level. 
Westhaven's problems are not unique. Its solutions 
might be, and therefore might influence other towns 
with similar problems. 
s Tony Wardyn•kl 
feature writers, 
reporters, 
columnists ond 
ortists. 
the lnnovotor steff. 
Apply in person 
b~tween 2-4 p.m. 
December J-15, 19'l4 
. -. .
This is ~~= a student liv~ 
Wpen I reached the age~of 17, I made the terrifying discovery tbatl had to wear 
glasses. · 
At the timeit was my good looks. I was an athlete. It was a joy. I was a joy. Good-
look in', good natured, good-times guy. 
Then I was a guerrilla and there was no worse handicap. It fell so hard to feel so 
useless~ And at the tim~ I was just beginning to understand the terms {)f the 
struggle. But I rationalized it as St. Paul's back or Che's asthma . J:t w.as fine then. 
Soon I was glad to call them my own. Imagine, a world tbat_was always through 
a window- on top of your nose-no less? But it provided me with the frail quality 
that bursts behemoth at the bidding of a lady, or quietly crumbles at the coming of 
the beast. Buti.hosewere my college days and they were destined to die. 
When you are a member of the great 'sometimes maybe. sometimes not' 
workers- of America, glasses become a cherished object. Money, especially 
emergencies, always evoke disaster. So you're careful not to break them, even 
though your stale of life is given lo quick outbursts-botl1 days and nights. 
During this time 1 broke my glasses twice; both times they cost under $40. And 
then it was time to return to school, finishing what you started. Disaster strikes 
ag~, but lliis time it's final. $79 final. 
I aminslrucled logo to an optometrist at the House of Vision. I am totally aware 
of the importance of my eyes. I have not had a checkup since my glamour days and 
r want to make it a good one. 
But I declin~. Knowing my chances at the cash register, I eho()Se Sears. Besid~. 
they too have a registered optometrist. You can find quality in the l'J,1()St 
unsuspecting places. 
So the doctor is friendly , taptative, and does dentistry by prophecv. That is what 
he tells me. So he guesses at the size of my new glasses. Sure enough, he 
finds out-he's right. . 
Then it's on to the nurses, and she i$ white from bead to toe. Shoes, stockmgs, 
smock, makeup, and a hat to match. She is busy and I am aghast. $25- lens, $29-
frame, $15 - checkup, $8 - insurance, $4 - tax; and $10 - fotogtay lenses (an 
extravagance). She is wary of my $10 down story, but the day is long and charity 
sweet and lam left to find the rest, as the glasses will be in within two weeks. 
That was4 montlls and two notices ago.I hope they have not sent them back t() be 
reground and reused. I heard it does happen and it would make me alosefall the way 
around. As it is, I still don't have $69. When you hav~ even a few debts you begin to 
- establish a priority of payment and a S69 all or n~lhing propositi' on I a de$ distant in 
the ~ierarchy . 
So silly sad to say 
The man who pays and pays 
with his life anti might and right 
Live day to day to day 
Innovator 
Homosexuals light 
pollee harassment 
(CPS>-Vice officers bide in the back 
of a huge bus while tlle drlver cruises 
through the park. The bus .stops in 
areas known for its homosexual con~ 
tacts and the driver lures a loitering 
male into the bus by posing as a 
homOsexual. When the male admits be 
is looking for a good time, the cops 
jump from behind the seats, flash their 
badges, handcuff the man and drive 
him to a waiting police car which takes 
him to the -city jail on charges of 
soliciting for a lewd act. The bus 
returns to the park to capture another 
crimin.al. 
The Denver~ Gay Coalition is hopeful 
that this type of police harassment bas 
came to an end as a result of a court 
agreement between the coalition and 
the Denver vice squad. 
For two decades the two groups have 
· existed in open hostility, but the 
agreement calls for an end to police 
harassment, equal enforcement of 
public indecency Jaws, and ap-
pointment of a police liaison officer to 
resolve misunderstandings betweep 
gays and police. 
The agreement is the resJI}t of a 
massive lawsuit filed in June of 1973 by 
the Gay Coalition against the city and 
its police officers. The lawsuit asked for 
a court order prohibiting the police 
from continuing an alleged "deliberate 
Poge9 
campaign of arrest, harassment and 
intimidation of gay persons." 
Court action on the lawsuit will be 
suspended f or one year while the 
agreement, signed by the Denver police 
chief c;md Gay Coalition laWJers, is in 
eff~t. 1f either side is unhappy during 
that time the lawsuit can be reopened.. 
Denver gays are particularly upset 
with the city's lewd-ordinance, which 
vice officers have used to arrest hun-
dreds of homosexuals in gay bars, 
public restrooms and places where 
homosexuals congregate. County 
records show that from 100 to 200 gays 
are arrested during any given month. 
The Denver vice squad' s habit of 
touring gay bars and arresting persons 
for ~wert gestures of affection, such as 
kissing, and dancing is specifically 
prohibited in tlle agreement: "Conduct 
such as kissing, hugging, dancing, 
holding bands between members of the 
samesexshall not be deemed the oasis 
Iqr an arrest under the provisions of 
any public indecen~y law." 
The agreement also says police won't 
"intimidate any person for personal 
reasons" nor will they "condone, en-
courage or tolerate oppressive and 
harsh poLice activity against 
'homosexually oriented persons nor 
establishments where (they) gather." 
[Nite PeoP-le I 
Whenever the night falls the night people make the G.S.U. scene. They came 
seeking the same thing as the day people. 
Some how when the paths of these fwo groups meet, they pass each other by not 
knowing maybe not ~ing to say-Hi! 
Seeing the line of night close the curtains of day, so many new faces and so little 
closeness: this is not tbe way. 
This is how a student lives. We all have to study and move at a very "HIGHENERGY" level. Sometimes the 
;;;;;;;;;;=:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; breeze created by such rapid movement feels like spring time; sudden and cooL ~ 
Oh those nagging. 
sagging percentages 
Sometimes the wondering faces show signs of despair from not knowing that 
someone does c~e. Aloneness should not be confusoo with oneness, together are 
we· the day people the night people. This house of many books needs the creativity of~ the pe<>ple. It needslhe input of those that think they know i~ "all"! ! Those 
who know nothing but accomplishes much. And those who tbink they know 
everything but have accomplished nothing yet criticize all! ! ! 
Discovery of a new drug 
There is some real heavy people here at Gover11ors State. They be into some real 
hip th;mgs. ']'here is much yet ·to do and they require only a little getting ·down ana 
dealing. We as students, we as faculty, we as people. 
Might as well a.dd my one and.a half percent, because 
there is now a mad rush of scribblers and electric 
loudmouths spilling words of a new recession, 
depression and inflation all over this 1~. 
To me what is most unusual is this-poor and ·Black 
folks have more to gain from the present state of the 
American economy than, say, the "middle class", 
which grows smaller as the days grow longer. 
Poor people in the United State started something in 
the 60's " mass movement" era which reverberates to 
this day. They began to see bow they might effect and 
affect their lives ; through collective actions and 
protest. Print and electric media made millions and 
millions of dollars during that era. Due in part to 
industry's natural growth spurred on by the poor 
peoples' politics of the time. 
Now, as the media puts hard t~e on people's minds, 
I wonder how middle class Americans are goingto act.? 
I mean bard times can be defined many ways. Is it bip 
to think that the nation is in trouble because of " them", 
Blacks and radicals-, protesting all over the place 
causing tlle inflation? Yet, it is nC)thip if you think you 
are a member of the middle class-when to you the 
nation is in a recession caJJSing you to feel a great 
depression. All the while the "money men" are 
experiencing inflation .. . of their pocket books and bank 
accounts. Blame the Black and poor. 
Mass movement politics, i.e. coalitions of poor and 
Black people and suburban symWlthizers, tapered off 
as the movements' leaders of the era got " taken off' 
(killed or slandered by whomever, maihly press) . 
Today some twenty years after the courts said that 
Black and White folks could go to school together if 
they wanted to (except Governor Wallace!s heroic 
stance in the way) . Ten years ago many of the children 
of those earlier brave souls found themselves testing 
the society to give them "meaningful" solutions to 
problems in group inter-action. Jackson and Kent State 
were only a small part of the solution that society 
proposed. 
Now the middle class is in deep trouble. The line 
which has served to separate them from liiE~'s other 
reality (i.e. money> when seen from a different 
vantage point) seems to grow thinner and mor:e 
transparent as the new percentages from the fed's roll 
off the government press. 
My media friends of course -are readying all sorts of-.---------------------.... 
flow charts a:nd profiles on how to "whip inflation 'WE 'v E !I>H c.on:~. Fll.ol'\ c. c. !:> MH~ w AI.. KIM e> tlll\11 
now".Nodoubt, ontheeighto'clockandtwelveo'clock HL!l 11o"'" To E.AS. ovu. to I LC.,ttRt.><. Tnttv fli'S, 
and $ix o'clock and ten o'clock news they will tell the ~1\.o~ .. ~> To L I\. C. ; o ... ~ ... T" Fn;~> '1'li ~T w£ ""''£ iME 
wltoNC'o lSC. . Now wt!RE L<>oi<. INC. fDI'. A ill T o 
mOSt gtillible middle-clasS AmeriCan What they can dO INTE R<fU ·J TH IS ST UfF/ 
about it. As for poor folks, there is no depression for 
them::._there has alw~s been a depression. 1n fact, 
many have been down (~coDQmically, politically, etc.) 
so long that getting "up" ha~n't even crossed their ~ 
minds! They are well aware of the fact that words of 
encouragement are not enough. (remember the 
promise of we shall overcome ... some day)but their 
struggle goes on and on. 
The middle class family that finds itself not being 
able lo enjoy life at another's expepse will have to be 
re-defined. No longer "middle class" but "crash class" . 
Their earning power is going down, down (latest 
percentages)- which forces spending down, which 
makes entertainment money go down-and the only 
thing left to do is go down to any ghetto and ask the 
Black and poor i'llks bow in the hell have they been 
able to " make ends meet" throughout all this mess. 
As many middle dass folks flocked to the ghetto's in 
the 60's era of mass protest to get involved, this 
journalist preceived another mass dash to "wade in 
the water'' by dissatisfied middle class Americans. 
Black and poor folks all over this land: get ready to L.-----------------------
teach 'cause here dey come and believe me, they beez's 
p1enty mad. Mad at themselves for abandoning the 
struggle (media said it was all right> and for having to 
play catch up. Mad at poor folks for continuing to point 
it out. 
In the year of our FORD, let us not forget-War is 
peace--"-Freedom is slavery-Ignorance is strength!! 
The new world is farther away than we all have been 
; 'led to know" . People of America get ready! The new 
Am~rican drug is .. . the'truth!!! 
Robert A, Blue 
ADVERTISING PAYS 
advertise in the imovator 
~ 
. ·
.. -- . .. ' • ... ~ # , ... 
.. ' . . . . ,._ 
SSAC meetings: 
The full Students Services Advisory 
Committee always meet on the first and 
third Tuesday of every month. The next 
scheduled meeting will take place in 
room D1120 December 3, 1974 at 12:00. 
December 3, 1974- 12:00 Room Dll20; 
December~17. 1974 • 5:00 Room Dll20. 
SSAC wants you to know: 
Attention Students, Visitors. Please 
remember to cbe-c.k your automobile 
lights when -you park. Sometimes it is 
helpful to leave a little crack in a -
window so that if you leave your keys in 
the ignition, security can help Jacilitate 
entry if you cannot be located while in 
the university. 
. . ~-- . . ~ ~ 
~ "' ... ... -,; 0: ... 
-.? 
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The Holiday Festivities group, who 
are the organizers of the Year End 
Blast are sponsoring the party through 
the cooperative effort of Student 
Advisory Committee and the salaried 
personnel of GSU. 
Contributions for the party from GSU 
personnel can be mailed by check or 
cash can be hand carried to the GSU 
Cashier's office which is located in the 
Business Department of the school. 
Checks should be made out to G.S.U. 
Year End Blast. 
BLAST 
Upon receiving your contribution you 
will be given a tag stating you nave 
made a contribution to the party. 
Please bring this tag to the party to 
avoid further requests for contributions 
at that time. 
Robert Blue of the Innovator 
newspaper and Grant Steeve of E.A.S. 
who are members of the Holiday 
Festivities group, will also be receiving 
contributions from those of you who 
have funds you wish to give to help 
sponsor the party. 
If you plan to attend the party you are 
urged to pick up tickets prior and to 
bulnolaterlhan. Thursday.~e~ 
-tth, from student services office, or the 
Student Assistant Deans office of each 
of the colleges. 
There are a limited number of tickets 
so hurry. 
These tickets will be free upon 
request. 
The number of tic.kets requested will 
be an indication for the Holiday 
Festivities Group as to how many 
-people will plan to attend the Year End 
Blast. 
Veterans Association will be Video 
Taping tlte evening Activities of the 
Year End Blast Party, and than 
showing the film to handicapped 
veterans of various Hospitals in the 
area. 
The Union of African People Studies 
Organization in coordination with the 
Year End Blast Party is having a food 
drive to help some families that need 
help in our locality. We may not be able 
to solve the World Hunger Program, 
but we can assist in doing something 
about it in our Immediate Area. They 
are using for their campaign slogan, 
Corrl•, Poul, Silly, ond Setty 
molrlng "-fwlo's music to foil lllr• confetti 
upon woltlnfl-.. MtronC*f wltlt t"-harmony. 
UllfM' ond dondn' I• your part to play 
'CO.UM playln'• f#twr HsJ 
wfiM tit• music don't g.t In tit• woy. 
NAME: 11YEAR-END BLAST?" 
"Want To Help A Hungry Person?" 
Bring a can of food to help world hunger 
in our locality'' It will be appreciated 
for sure. 
If you wish to donate some food but do 
not intend to bring it to the party 
contact PERCIVAL McMASTERS in 
ICC. 
FEATURING: FORCEFUL SOUND OF 11 NEBULA" 
also 
You, the G.S.U. community, are 
welcome to attend a party called the 
Year End Blast, ~ember 21, 1974 at 
8:00p.m. in the E.A.S. Commons Area 
o_f Governors State University. This 
means everyone from administration to 
students. Everyone!! There will be 
hopefully something for everyone such 
The Forceful Sound or 
''NEBULA'' 
an the Comedy of 
PITS UND ZITS 
with dancing, refreshments, games and 
silent films. 
For those of you who like silel}t films 
you may not want to miss Good Old 
Corn by the Key Stone Cops, The 
General by Buster Keaton, and the 
Haunted Spooks by Harold Lloyd. 
Hope you can Be THERE! ! 
Corrl•, Poul, &Illy, ond S.tty 
NMulo "notu• •n"-
n•v•r notltln' but rltytltwn rocldn' 
Hllln', .Jtlnln' ton-of•veryone 
COMEDY OF GERALD STEPHEN & JOHN 
SZOSTEK (PITS AND ZITS) 
/ 
SPONSORED BY: STUDENT ·ADVISORY COM-
MITTEE AND GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY 
.PROGRAM: DANCING, COCKTAILS, REFRESH-
MENTS, GAMES, FAVORS & SILENT FILMS 
ORGANIZED BY: HOLIDAY FESTIVITIES GROUP 
OPEN TO: GSU COMMUNITY 
PLACE: HALL OF GOVERNORS, (EAST COMMONS 
AREA) GSU 
DATE: DECEMBER 21, 1974 
TIME: 8:00P.M. 'TILL WHO KNOWS? 
REQUEST: WANT TO HELP A 
BRING A CAN OF FOOD 
HUNGRY PERSON~ 
TO HELP WORLD 
I ' l ' ' I • ~ ' • • • • ' ' o ~ o 
. . . . . . ..... '. 
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Title: Love Poem To Barbara 
Never have we talked 
Nor shared those gentle pleasures 
A Sunday morning, A cup of tea 
Green grass blown by a gentle breeze 
FOR MY BROTHERS 
A WOI\<!AN BELONGS TO THE MAN WHOSE VALUES SHE ACCEPTS ... 
... Whichever set of principles are the ones which guide her life 
Are by what we measure whose woman she is ... 
NOT MERELY TO WHOM SHE IS WIFE-or "mistress" or "lover "or 
" girlfriend" .... Or even whose child she bears.... ' ' 
For she'll give to that child whatever set of VALUES she 
Our love died wondering one late afternoon 
As sodden earth beds were bit by needle rain 
chooses as hers! 
A WOMAN IS A MEMBER OF THE CULTURE WHICH SHE REFLECTS ... 
... Whatever set of symbols prevail in her carriage, speech, 
SUBURBAN HOUSEWIFE,1967 
Where did that strange girl go? 
That one way down inside Another time, Another place 
Perhaps my strength and your Grace manner and dress-are the symbols which say to wliom she " belongs", 
Like flag poles draped around a central place 
Embrace REGARDLESS OF WHO SHE'LL CARESS- dr " go with" or "date" or 
''seduce" .... Or even whose NAME she bears.... ' ' 
Who thought she ought to be me? 
I faintly remember a struggle. 
When did she fade away? 
The end of September with strong winds 
Leaves, grass, the buds and blossoms to be 
Never shall and always done with 
For she'll bring that name to honor or shame 
by way of what values are hers! 
A WOMAN IS " YOURS" IF YOUR VALUES ARE HERS ... 
Oh well, no matter. 
I have done what you told me, World. 
I have become my image. -
Today I joined a bridge club A soft smile upon your lips 
Send wild geese to the past 
Against that pane of glass shattered 
And done with 
Too late perhaps but never ended 
.... And she adheres to your way of life. THE CREATOR HAS MADE 
MAl~ A GIVER OF LAWS AS SURELY AS WOMAN WAS GIVEN TO WIFE! 
If Western values are the "soil" in which your woman bas sunken 
Her " roots"-.. She may have convinced YOU that she in your garden -
BUT YOU'RE TENDING ANOTHER MAN'S FRUITS .... 
And bought some African violets. 
Tomorrow I shall bang myself_ 
Like thunderous clouds rising against a clear dawn 
Massive mountains, high peaks, thundering geese 
A honk, a quack, a slow sly whimper 
Marcus B. Chism 
Chicago, Illinois 
May, 1974 Betty Jean Leas 
Hold within you that great flash 
That womanly laugh 
Those arms and hands, those fingers 
Bring me lions, bring me Caesar 
Bring me wind over the mountains 
Fast, furious and so tender 
That seed that blossoms awesome everywhere always 
Tender Barbara _ 
THE MOTH DIES 
There it was! 
The perfect specimen, 
With dazzling colors. 
It had to be mine! 
As quick as I could 
I slapped a cup ove~ it, 
And slid the moth inside-
All I had to do was mo~t it 
Soaking some cotton with ether 
I soaked its body with poison. ' 
Its wings shook violently 
but it refused to die! ' 
5, 10, 15 minutes later 
It still shook, ' 
Clinging to the spark of life. 
By _now I felt its agony; 
A tiny moth too weak to live 
But too strong to die. ' 
I pressed the moth, 
rna book, 
But an hour later it shook. 
Taking some pins from a drawer 
I destroyed its brain. ' 
The moth was dead 
And so were my day; as a bug collector_ 
Life is 
Free 
Co~stant awakening 
Plc-.dng games 
Lil } lS 
A bridge needing to be crossed 
A play neediug actors 
Flying kites 
Life is 
Secret 
Trying 'til you can't do more 
Sadness still remembered 
life is 
Getting inside, uniting 
Loving, not being loved in return 
Being yourself no matter what 
Life is 
Knowing people rich or poor 
Having a friend who will 
never let you down 
The Curse 
I woke up this morning 
I threw aside the sheets 
Then I saw the huge red 
smear staring up at me 
as if I were naked • 
Oh my, the curse/ 
my period/mensturation/ Juanita 
Never fails to catch me 
off guard while the roaches 
play scavenger hunt in the 
wee quiet hours of the night 
And now despair, alas, get 
out the dark slacks, pop 
an asRrin, run to the 
john/ladies room/ powder room 
run to the store and buy tampax 
middle aged housewives smile 
sympathetically at me while 
male cashier rings up my 
valuables embarrassingly 
betcha he's glad he ain't 
n? girl/broad/ chick 
Mr. Pimp has infiltrated the 
neighborhood/and Maria is eighteen 
years old ·today/wino sprawled out on 
wooden stairs sharing his nap with 
flies/buildings crumble/ Joe sneaks 
into his lady's back door: his old lady 
home with five babies/Maria rocks by 
the TV all day /stray dogs foaming at 
the mouth-ain't eaten for days/brown 
power, black power/diddy bop w11lk/ 
Mm-ia's sister la) ___ -Y bng a :O't 
got nothing but !;_ '-!..;:::. to show for it! 
Congestion I deception I oppression 1 
rejection the world ain't got no 
better I Maria is thirty-seven I Nixon 
resigns I bicycle thiers doing ten 1 
garbage men on strike I taxes going up 1 
~arlos been working on assembly line 
eighteen yeats ain't had no raise and 
nothing but eight fmgers to show for 
it/ Brown Power I black power I killing 
power too I Maria cries by the window 
afraid to go outside I white cop I black 
cop I they all nod out I Maria died 
today 
To the woman inside the little girl 
By Tony Wardynski 
I tease you. 
You tease me. 
We both tease 
too easily. 
Too easily to let it go. 
I dig you. 
And I'll let it show. 
But until that time 
when one is two. 
And still I'll be I. 
And you'll be you. 
Adam&Eve 
The sky· opened up 
When the feeling that we feel is true. 
When I dig you because you're you. 
Then will it be time for you? 
And sent forth a multitude of birds 
Softly rustling the leaves 
Of Autumn's last breath 
As the Naked youngster But maybe someone else will come. 
Who'll take you down, Brushed the stone 
From his path who'll be your clown. 
And who'll promise you a million lies. 
But you will know they're alibis. 
On his way to school 
With a bent twig. 
His sister trailed behind, 
A tear streaking down. 
And I'll still be there 
with no promises to ;hare. 
I'll still care 
when no one else is there. 
Concrete jungle, 
With your grimy walls, 
Crowded sidewalks 
And suburban spra~ls, 
See the rats, 
With their lice and fleas 
Crawlin' around ' 
With dread dis~e 
Poisoned water, ' 
And polluted air, 
It's that way, 
Cause we don' t care. 
Noise and static 
And tired feet, ' 
Littered roadsides 
Aren't so neat, ' 
Concrete jungle, 
l'ro leavir •tou, 
Gonna s::.~ ..ne forest 
And climb the trees ' 
Smell the flowers , ' 
And smell the breeze 
Put my mind, ' 
And soul at ease, 
Quiet country, 
We're almost there, 
Can't you see, 
All the beautiful ... 
Ugh!!! 
STRANGER IN A LONELY CROWD 
Stranger in a lonely crowd, 
How's it feel to curse out loud! 
Stagger through the faceless mob, 
Blind to all who pass you by. 
Do you see the panic in their eyes, 
Can you see confusion in their eyes, 
Do you know they're lonely too. 
TO HERB 
I thought about you today, It was the way you said 
it would be. 
I thought it would hurt my heart, my mind, 
Yet I laughed 
Thinking about the happy times together: 
All the love 
We shared-so much life, so much of our hearts. 
And when you smiled 
I smiled too-in myself, in yourself, 
in the two of us. 
The world was a very beautiful place 
Filled with very beautiful people. 
Happiness is in the eyes, the mind. 
And when you are happy 
The world is happy in the eyes of love. 
You know, 
I thought about you today. I was happy 
But today is gone 
And tomorrow I cry. 
-CO-OP CODE 
Here's how to read the Magic 
Numbers appearing at the end of each 
.Job Dt:5cription. 
N MONTH <November) 
JOB - JOB J.D. 1J (12) 
BC COORDINATOR (Burt 
Collins) 
Now that you know bow to read the 
Magic Numbers, here's what you do 
next. Cut out the job description and 
take it to the coordinator responsible 
for that position. 
-
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 
ROOM NUMBERS & TELEPHONE 
NUMBERS 
Cent.ral Phone Room 
BC-Burt Collins 2164/ 2163 D-1205 
BPS 
RK-Robert Kelley '12:16/ 2Z77 D-3324 
MR-Marshall Rea vis '12:16/ 2Zl7 D-3326 
ES-Elaine Strauss 2164/2163 D-1206 
ccs 
TH-Tom Haugsby 2459 B-2314 
EAS 
LF-Leon Fennoy 2494 A-ll20 
RH-Russell Hollister 2489 A-1121 
JW-Jack Wysong 2493 A-1122 
HLD 
TD-TomDeem 2212 C-3608 
CT-Carolyn Talbott 2359 C-3607 
JOB LIST 
N-l-TH 
Work/Study students, possibly 
others. Work as recreation 
programers, social workers, detached 
workers/community organizers in 
_ alternative after-care program for 
adjudicated delinquents, caseload of 5. 
Or area of problems of tenants rights in 
Chicago <public housing projects.) 
N-2-TH 
Student in classified ad dept. of a 
major Chicago newspaper. Typing 
skills are necessary. Responsible for 
client relationship & ad layout. 
$3.50/hr. Flexible working basis. 
Opportunities for students to work as 
copy runner. 
N-3-TH 
Will County community wishes a 
student with a background in English, 
Municipal Government, or Journalism, 
to write 'stringers' for area newspaper. 
Articles will be bylines & pay $12.50 per 
article. 
N-4-TH 
Possible opening for graphics art 
student in ad agency in the south 
suburban area. Pay $400-$500/monUl. 
At least four month, full-time 
commitment is necessary. Begin JF /75-
session. 
1'\-5-TH 
Work/Study student in grass roots 
community organizing activity. 
Opportunity available in South 
Suburban area. 
N-6-TH 
N.E. Dlinoisareajuniorcollege needs 
person on full-time basis in job & career 
development program with focus on 
assisting women, particularly minority 
women . Student or permanent 
employee will enter with instructors 
rank and salary. Will be expected to 
develop jobs with external employers, 
some opportunity for job counseling 
with clients at community college level. 
N-7-TH 
Work/Study student to work in " Job 
Bank Program" in very low, minority 
community in South Suburb. 
Opportunity to develop interviewing 
skills with clients & employers. 
Primary responsibility on maintaining 
records of applicants for jobs & counsel 
them on skill identification and pre-
employment preparation. Position for 
one student left. 
N-8-TH 
Part-time, weekend recreation work 
with South Suburban Village. Friday& 
Saturday, 7-11, with junior high school 
age student. Opportunity for counseling 
& group activity. Primary 
responsibility in coordinating 
recreational activities. 
r Coop 
re we are back again with 
re jobs. Some are repeats 
still open so if you were 
before but never checked a 
if you missed the last issue, 
Well, he 
some mo 
which are 
interested 
job out or 
ur second chance. here's yo 
d be noted that Co-op Ed. is 
ssibility for all of you who are 
It shoul 
also a po 
employed 
Did you k 
full time and also a student. 
now that it is possible to do a 
erience on your present job? 
Check the possibility out with 
p Coordinator. It may just 
Co-op exp 
Well, it is. 
your Co-o 
work for YOU! 
Once a gain we're relying on the 
to get information to you. 
ohnson is coming to campus 
ber 5, 1974. Ms. Johnson is 
Sinai Hospital and they need 
computer 
Barbara J 
on Decem 
from Mt. 
nurses. So all of you nursing students 
r a job, either working in the looking fo 
eaching nursing, please check 
y Conely for an appointment. 
just intereSted in the possibi-
field or t 
with Sand 
P ~ N-;~~~ time position for Job 00 P Developer/ Interviewer. Need strong background in business, sales, per-sonnel, etc. Create job slots for older workers that are part-time; shared jobs, temporary or other such non-
lity of working in a hospital in some other 
field, you might also check with Ms. 
Johnson. She was here last year and 
was able to help by just giving out 
information. 
Another recruitment date is coming 
up December 12. Someone, still to be 
Jetermined, will be arriving on 
December 12, at a time to be 
determined from Chanute Air Force 
Base. No, they aren't recruiting 
officers! They need people to teach the 
technical aspects of different fields 
(still to be determined). If you have an 
education background, even without 
any real technical knowledge, you 
might be interested. The salary is $8,500 
to start with increases to $12,500 by the 
end of the second year and they will 
train you. As you can see, we' re not too 
clear on this one, but if you're 
interested, check with Sandy Conely. 
That's it for this time. Hope to see you 
in one of our offices soon. 
traditional form. Salary ';l,CXXl/ yr. 
Also, field representative, half-time to 
do Community Development. Prefer 
older person, retired. Salary SSO/ week. 
N-31-BC 
Consultant Representative. Some ' 
overnight travel & some early morning 
and evening work. Self starters. Salary 
plus incentive. Permanent. 
N-32-BC 
Admissions Officer I Minority Ser-
vices Staff position. B.A. Degree or 
equivalent combinatiqn of education & 
experience is required. Masters 
preferred. Ability to work with 
minority students. Salary: $10,600 -
$12,CXXl/ yr. 
N-33-BC 
~ouare 
Available 
Research Associate - Soil Fertility (2 
positions) to conduct research in-
volving work in the field, laboratory, 
and data handling in projects con-
cerned with fate and efficiency of 
nitrogen in soil crop systems. Ph.D. in 
soil fertility or closely related field. 
Experience in field. Salary is $9;450 
annum. Applications until December 
10, 1974. 
N-34-BC 
Federal Government job vacancies 
list is now in. See Sandy Conely or Burt 
Collins for further information. 
N-35-RH 
N-9-TH 
Student to work part-time as 
Community Developer & Planner in S. 
Suburban area. Responsible for some 
administrative procedures & 
maintaining office, helping other 
community groups to develop coalitions 
and press for disposition on issues with 
public officials. Additional area of 
need; student able to write grants & 
proposals to assist community groups 
in this regard. 
N-10-RH 
Assistant Lane Use Planner wanted. 
Salary $1,000 - $1,200/month. Deadline 
for application, 11/ 29/74. Bachelor's 
Degree necessary. -
N-12-TD 
Tutors needed in Communications 
(Reading, Writing), English, Math, 
Science, Business, and Natural 
Science. Need to have completed 60 
semester hrs or 90 quarter hrs, C-plus 
average. Major in English, Reading, 
Math, or Natural Science. Able to work 
comfortably & effectively with 
minority population and function 
independenty . Business major, 
work/study students. 
N-13-BC 
Individuals interested in data 
processing careers needed. Duties 
include complete exposure to 
programming, systems analysis & 
computer operations. Rapidly 
expanding company in nearby south 
suburb. 
N-17-BC 
Please be advised that the U.S. Office 
of Education has signed a contractual 
agreement with GSU on September 19, 
1974, to hire three (3) students to fill 
Cooperative Education work 
assignments in Washington, D.C. The 
agreement indicates that students 
filling these positions will be from the 
following academic 
disciplines: Education; Business 
Education ; Journalism ; English; 
Accounting; History ; and Psychology. 
Students classified as Juniors will be 
paid at the rate of GS 4 and Seniors at 
GS 5. 
N-18-RK 
Two Operations Clerks needed. Work 
in data processing & handling various 
accounts. Duties include sorting of 
checks, being able to operate the key-
punch machine, and keep track of 
individual accounts. Salary $2.50/hour, 
some night shift hours. 
N-21-RK 
Editing Specialist needed. Good 
command of English necessary, 
organization and be able to edit a 
v_ariety of computer runs. Knowledge of 
compter operation is not essential. 
$3.00/hour for up to a 40 hour week. Co-
op placement of 4 to 6 months. 
N-10-RK 
Data Process Trainee needed. No 
experience necessary, will be trained. 
Duties include typing, key-punch 
machine, computer machine. Salary is 
$2.50/hour for a 20 hour week. The 
applicant that is sufficiently interested 
may have salary increased and 
additional on the job training. 
:"<-22-RK 
Production Control Clerk wanted. 
Expected to make an inventory of raw 
materials unloaded direetly from trains 
or trucks into plant. Keep brief records. 
$3.15/hour. Day, evening, and late 
evening shifts. Initially for 60 to 120 
days. Should be dependable & basic 
knowledge of math. 
N-23-RK 
Legislative Intern wanted. Should 
have major interest in Public Service 
and willing to travel to Chicago State 
and Springfield. Pay determined by 
grant, see Dr. Kelley for further 
information. 
N-24-RK 
Consumer Loan Secretary wanted. 
Person should be able to meet public, 
type neat outgoing letters, possess 
preferably, at least an AA Degree & be 
interested in becoming a Loan 
Manager. Available to work beginning 
Feburary, 1975. S2.50/hour. 
N-26-RK 
Classified Ad Saleswoman. S125 per 
week, commission of $5 to $20 week. 37 
Hour week. Flexible hours. 7 days 
week. Must be able to receive & 
respond to phone calls, develop a 
working relationship with customers, 
accuracy in typing, two weeks of in-
service training is provided. 
N-27-TD 
Tutors needed. $3/ hr. 15-25 hours per 
week, anticipate a permanent part-
time basis. Have at least a 'B' average 
in nine to twelve credit hours per 
academic area. Located in Chicago 
area college. Math or reading tutor. 
N-28-BC 
Assistant Coordinator for modular & 
instructional development Develop 
Audio Visual, responsible for coor-
dination between faculty & learning 
center. Start immediately. Funded-til 
June 30. $ll,CXXl - $13,000. B.A. Degree. 
Knowledge of lib'"''"'' procedure, and 
audio/ visual materia Is. Chicago area 
college. 
N-29-BC 
Project Leader - Financial Systems 
needed. Salary range in upper teens 
through lower twenties. College degree 
is appropriate, master's degree 
preferred. Five or more years ex-
perience in 1ata processing including 
systems project responsibility. Good 
knowledge or financial reporting 
systems is required. 
Engage in and supervise moderately 
difficult field inspection of industries, 
institutions, private treatment plants, 
etc., as possible sources of pollution to 
streams and waterways. Al1.o perform 
special investigation of streams & 
waterways in determining sources of 
pollution. Four yrs. of experience in 
work involving industrial waste or 
sewage disposal. 
N-36-BC 
Job developer, seeking jobs for 
migrant & exntigrant workers in in-
dustry. Develop resources for finding 
these jobs. H.S. Degree, Bi-lingual in 
English and Spanish with industrial 
background. Permanent. 
~-37-RH 
Opportunity to work in Lab. Run 
tests, draw blood, run Jab machines, 
etc. Some knowledge of Hematology 
and urinology required. Willing to 
train. 
N-38-TH 
Placement/ Development counselor. 
Develop College work/ study assign-
ments in public or private non-for-profit 
agencies. Intervi-ew prospective 
student workers, referring people to 
developed assignments , prepare 
payroll information, etc. Expected to 
be available up to 40 hrs per week when 
classes aren't in session, 15-20 hrs. 
during school. 
N-40-TH 
Administrative Assistant to Police 
Chief. Two/ Three days week. Must 
have dealt with people in conflict. 
Background in Sociology, Psychology, 
Political Science. Work/ study 
students. 
N-4 1-MR 
Needed Ma.ilboy, $35.72/ day, no 
requisite skills. Accounting student, -
$37.24/ day. Accounting background. 
Balance, Checkout, should be able to 
just step in. Available almost im-
mediately. 60 days only. 
N-42-SC I 
Substitute mother, while mother is ill. 
3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Help with 2 teen age 
girls. Light housework, help pick out 
clothes, cook ( -1 meal day), be able to 
drive. 
N-43-TH 
Opportunity to work in Graphics Arts 
or video and audio division of an 
organization. Need someone with minor 
exposure to either of these fields. 
N-45-RH 
Laboratory Technician. Permanent 
position. Entry level, set up apparatus, 
run elementary tests, requires two 
years college chemistry or equivalent 
experience. Day Shift, 8 - 4:30 p.m. 
~0/ month starting. 
